ENCORE4

grey

Hand-woven paper yarn and cotton rug
The ENCORE rug range has gained a discreetly stylish new member. The serene grey of ENCORE4 dominates
the smooth paper yarn surface. The cotton running between the grey weave gives the carpet smoothness
and character. At the same time, the colour scale gains a second element. Gentle and warm or bold and
challenging – whatever the colour you combine grey with, the end result is always strong and long-lasting.
The sister of the DUETTO rug, ENCORE, combines paper yarn and cotton into a minimalist rug of a lighter
character than DUETTO. In addition to grey, the ENCORE paper yarn range includes natural, white and black.
Paper yarn makes ENCORE blend in with everything from close-to-the-earth to urban settings.
The ENCORE and DUETTO collection work both independently and together, interacting with each other and
the surrounding spaces. Long experience in use makes them reliable as elements of interior design and indoor
comfort. The new range shares all the excellent qualities of ENCORE and DUETTO rugs. Also ENCORE4 is
non-dusting, durable and recyclable.
Product information:
Materials: 100% paper yarn, cotton
Production technique: hand-woven in Finland
Sizes: custom sizes, maximum width 350cm
Colours: cotton 19 colours, paper yarn grey, warp black
Further information:
HANNA KORVELA
Jussi-Pekka Räsänen, tel. +358 50 361 4231, jussi-pekka@hannakorvela.fi
Hanna Korvela, tel. +358 50 514 2559, hanna@hannakorvela.fi
www.hannakorvela.fi

Human sensations and respect for them gave birth to Hanna Korvela Design in 1994. International breakthrough
came in 1997, when Duetto carpet made of cotton and paper yarn was awarded with the prestigious “red dot: best
of the best” award. Since then Hanna Korvela has received numerous awards and her products are presented in
many of the worlds most esteemed interior design showrooms. Hanna Korvela signifies pure materials, clear pattern
language, high quality and harmonic beauty, that surprises with its strength year after year, decade after decade.
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